Pairwise binding competition experiments for sorting hub-protein/effector interaction hierarchy and simultaneous equilibria.
NMR experiments on proteins in simultaneous equilibria with multiple binding partners can provide a tool to understand complex biological interaction networks. Competition among proteins for binding to signaling hubs is often at the basis of the information transmission across signaling networks in every organism. Changes in affinity towards one or more partners, as well as changes of the relative concentration of the competing partners, can determine pathways alterations that lead to pathological consequences. Overall, the knowledge of the interaction hierarchy of the multiple partners to a single signaling hub can lead to new therapeutic strategies. Smith and Ikura (Nat Chem Biol 10:223–230, 2014) have recently proposed pairwise competition NMR experiments to determine the binding hierarchy in network interactions. We have taken the moves from their approach to show how from pairwise competition NMR experiments the ratios between the equilibrium constants for multiple binding partners can be determined, and thus, given their concentration in solution, the concentrations of all the possible complexes can be obtained.